Child Care Scholarship  
Scholarship Alumnus Instructions  

The scholarship alumnus form is intended to obtain information on the effectiveness of the scholarship program. It is helpful to understand the depth that the scholarship has helped a student continue to achieve his or her goals. The responses on the alumnus forms will help the community understand the importance of having the scholarship as a vital resource for families who are striving to become self-sufficient.

Please give each recipient the letter explaining the alumnus form and the actual form on the fourth office visit. Please encourage them to fill it out there. Let them know that their story will help to keep the scholarship going. They are not required to fill out the form, but we would like to have a collection of those who have previously received the scholarship. It is especially important for the second year recipients to fill out the form and leave it with you. For first year students, wishing to apply again, it is important they complete the form to be included in the application. The success of the program is directly related to the recipients receiving the scholarship.